Bank of America Practice Solutions – Practice financing
When you need financing for your dental practice, you want to work with someone who understands your industry. For almost two decades, Bank of America Practice Solutions has helped dental professionals across the nation reach their goals through smart financial solutions and expert guidance. Whether you own a practice or are just getting started, Bank of America Practice Solutions can provide customized financial solutions for your short-term needs and long-term aspirations. Association members receive a 50 percent reduction in loan administration fees. To learn more, call Bank of America Practice Solutions toll-free at 800-467-6076 Monday through Thursday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Friday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. Eastern. Be sure to mention you are an AAOMS member. You can also visit BankofAmerica.com/PracticeSolutions for more information or to schedule a phone consultation.

CareCredit – Patient financing
Help make it easier for your patients to get needed surgery by adding CareCredit, a healthcare credit card, as an additional payment option. Call 800-300-3046, option 5, to get started today and join more than 200,000+ dental practices that accept CareCredit. Be sure to mention you are an AAOMS member.

Fiserv – Innovative payment options
Fiserv is the new AAOMS Advantage Partner that helps practices offer innovative payment options, manage cash flow, capture marketing insights and run smooth patient care operations. AAOMS members receive access to a comprehensive list of payment services, including Payroll Services, WebVu and Compliance, as well as a range of payment processing, collection and fraud management solutions, including Optum360’s payment processing solution. To enroll, call AAOMS staff at 800-822-9863, ext. 4319, or enroll online at aaomsadvantage@fiserv.com with the AAOMS member’s name, practice address and phone number.

Optum360 – Coding guide for OMS and other coding essentials
Order the 2021 edition of coding resources for oral and maxillofacial surgeons, including the Coding Guide for OMS and select ICD-10 products – or subscribe to EncoderPro.com, a powerful online coding tool that includes content from more than 37 coding reference products – all at a discount to AAOMS members. Join the hundreds of AAOMS members using Optum360 products and start accelerating cash flow in your OMS unit today. Visit Optum360.com/AAOMS. Call 800-464-3649, option 1, to place your order.

PCHIHPA – Makes compliance easy and affordable, PCI, HIPAA, OSHA
Enroll in PCHIHPA’s OfficeSafe Compliance Program to easily and affordably protect your practice from a HIPAA or OSHA violation or data breach. The program includes unlimited access to the OfficeSafe compliance portal and account management, $500,000 in Data Breach and Network Security Insurance, $25,000 in OSHA financial solutions for your short-term needs and long-term aspirations. Association members receive a 50 percent reduction in loan administration fees. To learn more, call AAOMS staff at 800-822-9863, ext. 4319, or enroll online at aaomsadvantage@fiserv.com with the AAOMS member’s name, practice address and phone number.

Practice Quotient – Business report tool
Practice Quotient’s Practice Pilot (OMSVision and WinOMS) and Snapshot Pro (OMS-Exec) Business Reporting Tool is the only AAOMS-approved dashboard for all the practice management software systems in oral surgery. It is the simplest way to see production versus collections, provider performance, referral mix, procedure percentage and billing performance. The software makes this easy-to-view through graphs and charts, especially after COVID-19, to see a comparison between last year and this year in all key referral relationships. Practice Quotient also will be easily integrated by extracting OMS-Quality Outcomes Registry (OMSQR) data for AAOMS members to the OMSQR initiative. Sign up for a free trial and instantly experience all you have been missing by calling 619-922-8886 or emailing cburns@practicemetrix.com.

Practice Quotient, Inc. – RPO analysis and placement
Practice Quotient, Inc., a national dental network contract analysis firm, increases your bottom line revenue by negotiating higher reimbursements from payers. This high level of expertise is the result of being a participating provider for the various insurance companies in your practice region based on provider compensation and your specific patient acquisition strategy. The objective is to increase the profitability of your practice year over year and protect the overall business value in the long term.

As an AAOMS Advantage Partner, Practice Quotient has agreed to a special consultation fee of $150 for AAOMS members (normally $395). Visit PracticeQuotient.com/who-we-serve/oralsurgeons or call 470-592-1680 to schedule a consultation.

Scientific Metals* – Refine old crowns and bridges
This approved refining program assays your scrap metals for an accurate value. Learn more about this AAOMS Advantage Partner that includes FREE pickup of metals by visiting ScientificMetals.com/AAOMS or calling 888-949-0008 and identifying yourself as an AAOMS member.

SoFi – Refinancing of student loan debt
SoFi refinances student loan debt at lower rates than federal and/or private options, saving borrowers thousands over the life of their loan. Benefits of SoFi include low fixed and variable rates, flexible repayment options, lower interest rates and access to a SoFi-driven team. SoFi does not charge any fees – no origination fees and no prepayment penalties. AAOMS friends and family receive a 0.25 percent rate discount when they apply through SoFi.com. Contact SoFi’s dedicated customer service team at 833-277-7634 or email partner@sofi.com.

Southern Anesthesia & Surgical, Inc. (SAS) – Pharmaceuticals, surgical supplies and OMS specialty products
For more than 30 years, including a relationship of more than 20 years with AAOMS, SAS has been known for top-notch service and dental surgical expertise. SAS customers enrolled in the AAOMS Buying Group will receive a 5 percent upfront discount. Visit SASRx.com/AAOMS for more information. Be sure to mention you are an AAOMS member. You also can visit BankofAmerica.com/PracticeSolutions for more information or to schedule a phone consultation.

TSI (formerly Transworld Systems, Inc.) – Collection agency with account receivables management solutions
This collection agency is redefined with a 48-year track record, providing fixed fee per account A/R management solutions to dealers and practices nationwide. Integration with most dental software allows AAOMS members to get paid faster through early intervention while maintaining profit margins and patient relationships. TSI’s unparalleled level of data security, guaranteed compliance and use of predictive analytics enables more collection of your money while protecting patient relationships and patient data. With low fixed-fee pricing per account, on average, 80 percent of AAOMS members will receive preferred pricing and personalized client service. For information, call 800-294-3710 and identify yourself as an AAOMS member.

*These AAOMS Advantage Partners offer residual income.